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WE TRAVEL AROUND THE WORLD TO BRING YOU
SOME STUNNING INTERIOR INSPIRATION
HACK IT
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Organising tips to
make the most of every
square inch at home

How to use prints and
patterns to play up the
drama in your interiors

ENTERTAINMENT NEWS
Equip your living room with
the latest and smartest
audio-visual devices
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water

THERAPY
Relaxing showers and baths
without the fuss come easy with
Rubine’s slim water heater

T

here’s nothing quite like coming
home to a relaxing shower after a
tiring day, and it’s essential that this
precious alone time is made perfect.
To ensure the quality and temperature of the
water in use, your heaters are an important
consideration – and Rubine offers one of
the best in the market with its SH-20 SLIM
HORIZONTAL water heater.
Available at a capacity of 20 litres, the
titanium-tank heater is known for its small
size and horizontal shape that can fit into
even the smallest nooks and crannies –
perfect for smaller homes, which are de
rigueur in Singapore. Designed with ease in
mind, it comes with sturdy mounting that can
be installed on a tight slab, as well as a LEDlight heat indicator that changes colour from
purple to blue as the temperature reaches the
optimal level over 20 minutes, to a maximum

working temperature of 75 degrees Celsius.
Having been certified in Japan for its
Ag+ antibacterial properties and awarded
the SIAA ISO 22196, the global standard
for antibacterial efficiency, homeowners can
be assured of the lack of bacteria within
the appliance – silver ions from the SH-20
SLIM HORIZONTAL water heater will be
able to inhibit the growth of such harmful
microorganisms. When eventual descaling
is required, a specialised outlet allows one
to do so without difficulty.
The focus on hygiene and size aside, it
also offers a number of safety features that
makes its use hassle-free. The SH-20 SLIM
HORIZONTAL water heater’s built-in overpressure protection ensures that excess
pressure in the tank can be released
through a pressure relief valve, and the
hot water and accompanying splash is

made to be contained within the appliance
to prevent possible accidents, through its
splash-proof safety rating.
Further protection was done through a
dry heat safety component, where the tank
automatically switches off when water has
run out or the inlet tap is switched off. And
if one is worried about possible overheating
despite these measures, the thermostat can
be manually reset, and clear indication of
the temperature within observed through
the LED-light indicator.
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